Rental, assembly and monitoring of the climbing wall, 7.5m high x 2.5m wide and 2
climbing paths. There is the option of adding rappel (supported and / or suspended),
rope slide up to 100 meters and climbing net up to 7.5m in height. We can present
customized quotes, depending on the number of days, location, dates and conditions
offered. Ask us for a proposal to geral@transserrano.com.

€ 400. Includes monitors, equipment, insurance, trip up to 50 km from our facilities and
with a maximum time of 5 hours. Value for 1 day of activity. For trips over 50 km and
more hours of activity, the cost will be per budget.

For the registration to be complete must be provided the name and phone number of
the person leading the group. Also, a payment of 50% is required up to 5 days in
advance using IBAN: PT50004534534027764108953 (proof of payment must be sent
to geral@transserrano.com). A list with the complete names and birthdates of all
participants must be sent by e-mail up to 2 days in advance (geral@transserrano.com).

We can present proposals with values of extra activities such as inflatables,
trampoline, target shooting, paintball or others that you want

 Insurance is included to the final price: a) personal accident insurance -includes
death's coverage or permanent disability - 20.000€ and treatment costs - 3.500€
(insurance policy 202126631, Allianz Portugal); b) civil liability insurance - includes
75.000€ coverage per incident (insurance policy 203249524, Allianz Portugal).
 Add to the presented prices the current legal IVA Tax.
 Trans Serrano may cancel or change the activity if the weather, fitness of the
participants or other conditions put in danger the safety of the group.
 If, without any notification, the group does not appear or, in case of cancellation, 24
hours before the activity, Trans Serrano reserves the right to withhold or demand
payment of 50% of the activity price.
 In the event of a dispute, the consumer can use the CACRC (Centro de Arbitragem de Conflitos de Consumo da Região de Coimbra),
on the website www.centrodearbitragemdecoimbra.com, head office at Av. Fernão Magalhães, N.º 240, 1º, 3000-172 COIMBRA, phone
number +351 239 821 690, email gera@centrodearbitragemdecoimbra.com or or directly at the Online Complaint Book.More information
on the consumer portal www.consumidor.gov.pt.
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